When the number of events associated with a given signal process is estimated in particle physics, it is common practice to extrapolate background distributions obtained using independent control regions to a predefined signal window. This allows an accurate estimation of the expected number of background events under the signal. However, in general, the actual number of background events in the signal region can deviate from the average due to fluctuations in the data. Such a difference can be notable in the early stages following the observation of a new particle, or when the signal cross section is extremely low and the number of observed signal events is limited. We discuss a data-driven method of estimating the actual, as opposed to the average, number of background events under an observed signal. We illustrate this technique on toy Monte Carlo data and we provide a preliminary estimate of the associated systematics.
Introduction
When estimating the number of events associated with a given signal process in particle physics, background probability density functions (PDFs) are typically obtained using one or more independent control regions, and subsequently extrapolated to a predefined signal window. The shapes of the signal and background distributions are often estimated separately and used with a templatebased fit to the data, from which an estimate of the number of signal events is then obtained.
The choice of the background model often has a direct impact on the systematic uncertainty that is ultimately assigned to the estimated number of signal events. One notable example is given by the recent discovery of a Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. In the analyses that led to the discovery by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations, the background model was chosen using high-statistics simulated data sets in such a way that the resulting systematic uncertainty on the estimated number of signal events was minimised.
Background models are typically chosen with a view to estimating the average, or expected, number of background events in a predefined signal region. However, the actual number of background events can be different from the expected value due to fluctuations.
On the other hand, extrapolating probability distributions from independent control regions to the signal window does not take into account such deviations of the number of background events from the average. In practice, the difference between the actual number and the average value becomes smaller and smaller as the size of the data set analysed increases, and established methods based on the extrapolation of background distributions from control regions can safely be used when enough data is available.
Nonetheless, deviations of the number of background events in the signal window from the average value due to fluctuations in the data can in some cases be comparable with the available number of signal events. For instance, this can occur in the early stages following the observation of an excess of events associated with a new particle, or when the signal cross section is so low that the statistical uncertainty on the estimated number of signal events cannot be reduced below a certain limit during the lifetime of a given collider experiment. In such cases, the expected, or average, number of background events in the signal window can be a significantly-biassed estimate of the actual number.
We report on a preliminary study of a new data-driven technique that makes it possible to estimate the actual number of background events under an observed signal, as opposed to the expected value. Our approach builds on a population-based view of particle physics data. A given collection of events is treated as a heterogeneous statistical population, or mixture, comprising events that contain a signal hard scattering of interest as opposed to background, i.e. events that correspond to different uninteresting physics processes mimicking the sought-after signal. Our Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm makes it possible to decompose the mixture, thereby obtaining a data-driven estimate of the background PDF shape that takes into account the deviations from the corresponding control sample template due to fluctuations in the data.
We propose to estimate the number of signal events by subtracting the estimated number of background events from the total number of observed events in the signal region. The background model is obtained from the data in a nonparametric way, which allows the effect of fluctuations on the background PDF shape to be taken into account. The choice of concentrating on the background as opposed to the signal distribution is motivated by the need to reduce the systematic uncertainty associated with this method, as discussed in the following.
It is worth noticing not our technique is not here proposed with a view to estimating the statistical significance of an observed excess of events. Similarly, this approach is not presented with a view to replacing existing methods. The latter have in fact proven their effectiveness when a large enough amount of data is available that the expected number of background events in the signal region is a faithful estimate of the actual number of background events under the observed signal. On the other hand, we submit that this new approach has the potential to improve physics analysis in the early stages after the discovery of a new particle, particularly with reference to cross section and coupling constant measurements.
The algorithm
The Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm that we use to decompose an input mixture of signal and background events, thereby estimating the effect of fluctuations on the signal and backgrond PDF shapes, is related to the one we proposed in [1, 2] . This algorithm was inspired by the Gibbs sampler [3] in the context of mixture model decomposition. It is based on a statistical model that corresponds to a convex linear combination of one background PDF, f 0 , and one signal PDF, f 1 . The model PDF has the form F = α 0 f 0 (x) + α 1 f 1 (x), where α 0 and α 1 are the fractions of background and signal events, respectively, with α 0 + α 1 = 1. In the context of this study, the variable x is interpreted as the invariant mass of a set of final state particles.
As compared to classical mixture models [4] , where predefined subpopulation PDF shapes are typically enforced a priori, a notable feature of our model is the use of a nonparametric definition of the subpopulation PDFs f j . At every iteration of the algorithm, individual events are mapped to signal or background on a probabilistic basis, and the estimates ϕ j of the subpopulation PDFs f j at that iteration are obtained by means of cubic spline interpolation 1 of the histograms of x corresponding to those events that are mapped to signal or back-ground at that iteration. As we will note in the following, this aspect is essential for the algorithm to be able to estimate generic deviations of the signal and background PDF shapes from the corresponding control sample templates due to fluctuations in the data.
The signal and background distributions in the data set analysed are ultimately estimated as splined histograms averaged over a predefined number of iterations.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given below, subscripts "sig" and "bkg" relating to signal and background, respectively. The value of quantity v at iteration t is denoted by v (t) throughout.
of the subpopulation PDFs f j , j = 0, 1, are given by splined one-dimensional histograms of x obtained from a high-statistics control sample.
Iteration t:
(a) Generate z (t) ij ("allocation variables") for all events i and distributions j according to P (z (t) ij = 1|α
Both the nonparametric treatment of the PDFs and the use of ϕ
to map individual events to signal or background distinguish this implementation from the classical Gibbs sampler for mixture models.
The algorithm converged quickly on the data sets analysed, as compared to traditional Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques. We interpret this as a consequence of the application at hand, where the control sample PDFs used at the initialisation stage already provide a reasonable, although suboptimal, description of the target signal and background PDFs. For the purpose of this study, we executed the algorithm with a total number of 1,000 iterations, averaging the PDF estimates, ϕ j , over the last 100. No notable difference in the results was observed by changing the number of iterations with the data sets used in this study. Work is underway to further investigate the convergence properties of the algorithm.
It is worth mentioning that this algorithm differs from the Gibbs sampler in that it samples from the posterior distribution of the allocation variables z ij , as opposed to the joint posterior of z ij and of the PDF parameters. The subpopulation PDFs are in fact defined nonparametrically and kept fixed at control sample templates. Moreover, while the Gibbs sampler also generates the PDF parameters from the corresponding probability distributions at each iteration, with our method the signal and background PDF shapes are estimated by averaging over iterations.
The development of the algorithm was influenced by different statistical methods, most notably Expectation Maximisation [6] , Multiple Imputation [7] , and Data Augmentation [8] . Moreover, it is in principle possible to establish a connection between our technique and latent variables models, as well as with recent methods for bayesian nonparametric mixture models [9] . Finally, it is possible to envisage extensions of this method to more than one background subpopulation.
Results
We illustrate this technique on a toy Monte Carlo data set obtained superimposing a gaussian signal with a first-order polyomial background. In the following, we will interpret the signal distribution as an invariant mass distribution corresponding to the decay of a particle with mass m = 125 GeV/c 2 and width 1 GeV/c 2 .
We superimposed S = 200 signal events to a total of 4,200 background events in the region 115 GeV/c 2 < m < 135 GeV/c 2 , corresponding to an average of B = 1, 600 background events in a signal region defined by 120 GeV/c 2 < m < 130 GeV/c 2 . However, due to statistical fluctuations, different simulated samples in general contain different numbers of background events. In this case, the standard deviation of the number of background events corresponds to B = 40 events, which is sizable effect as compared to the number of generated signal events, S = 200. This illustrative scenario is not dissimilar from the early stages following the observation of a Higgs boson in the γγ final state at the LHC [10, 11] .
High-statistics data sets ("control samples" in the following) were also generated corresponding to 30,000 signal and 30,000 background events. The control samples were used to obtain initial conditions for the signal and background PDFs, which the algorithm then refined based on the data to take into account the effect of fluctuations on the PDF shapes. The signal and background control sample distributions used for this study are displayed in figures 1 (a) and (b). The superimposed curves were obtained by means of spline interpolation of the histogram bin contents.
The difference between the true simulated distributions and the corresponding templates obtained using the control samples is shown in figures 2 (a) and (b) corresponding to signal and background, respectively. The points correspond to the true distributions, while the superimposed curves show the shapes of the control sample templates. The plots highlight the presence of deviations associated with statistical fluctuations. The corresponding ratios between the control sample PDFs and the true distributions are displayed in figures 2 (c) and (d) for signal and background, respectively. Due to the low number of signal events in the input data set, only five bins are populated in figure 2 (c) . Figure 3 displays the estimated mixture weights, α 0 and α 1 , i.e. the estimated fractions of background and signal events in the input data set (red and blue curves, respectively), as a function of the iteration number. The horizontal solid lines correspond to the true values from the simulation, and the horizontal dotted line at α 0 = α 1 = 0.5 relates to the initial condition. It is worth noticing that the primary objective of this technique is not to estimate the fraction of background events in the data, which in principle could be done more easily using a maximum-likelihood approach, but rather to estimate the shapes of the signal and background probability distributions thereby taking into account their deviations from the control sample PDFs due to fluctuations in the data.
The execution time of the algorithm was ∼ 40 s on the data sets analysed on a 2 GHz Intel Processor with 1 GB RAM, which we consider to be reasonable for offline use. It should be noted that no effort was made to optimise the performance in terms of speed. Moreover, given the parallelisation potential of the algorithm, which is a consequence of a similar property of the Gibbs sampler as pointed out in [3] , additional improvements may be possible in this respect. The signal and background PDFs estimated using the algorithm are displayed in figures 4 (a) and (b). The points correspond to the same true distributions as in figures 2 (a) and (b), while the superimposed curves are the signal and background PDFs estimated by the algorithm, averaged over the last 100 iterations over a total of 1,000. As it can be noticed, the estimated PDFs provide a more faithful description of the true distributions as compared to the templates obtained from the control samples.
Figures 4 (c) and (d) display the ratios between the estimated and the true PDFs for signal and background, respectively. Due to the low number of signal events in the input data set, only five bins are populated in figure 4 (c). As it can be noticed, the true PDF shape is estimated better for background than for signal, which we interpret as a result of the difference in the number of events available. For this reason, the choice of subtracting the estimated number of background events from the number of events observed in the signal region results in a lower systematic uncertainty on the estimated number of signal events. Figure 5 shows the difference between the estimated background PDF and the corresponding control sample template, normalised to the latter. As it can be seen, fluctuations can cause the estimated background PDF to deviate from the control sample PDF by as much as 10% in this data set.
The data set that was used to obtain these results contained B = 1, 558 background events in the signal region 120 GeV/c 2 < m < 130 GeV/c 2 , to be compared to an average number B = 1, 600. The algorithm estimatedB = 1, 543 background events with 120 GeV/c 2 < m < 130 GeV/c 2 , which left with an estimated number of signal eventŝ S = 215 out of a total of 1,758 events observed in that region, to be compared to S = 200 gener- Background: Relative deviation Figure 5 : Difference between the background PDF estimated using our algorithm and the corresponding template obtained from the control sample, normalised to the latter. The PDF shapes can differ by as much as 10% due to fluctuations in the data. ated signal events. Figure 6 illustrates the use of our nonparametric background model by showing the observed mass distribution (points) superimposed with the signal (blue curve) and background (red curve) PDFs estimated using the algorithm. The number of background events in the signal region was obtained using the integral of the estimated background PDF as well as the estimated fraction of background events, α 0 . The number of signal events was then estimated by subtracting the number of background events from the total number of observed events in the signal region. As discussed above, this choice was made with a view to reducing the systematic uncertainty associated with this method.
The same procedure was repeated with different input data sets, each corresponding to a different number of background events in the signal region. This led to a preliminary estimate of the systematic uncertainty on the estimated number of signal events of ∼ 20%. It is worth mentioning that the systematic uncertainty is expected to depend on the signal-to-noise ratio S/B as well as on S/ √ B. Our preliminary estimate of systematic uncertainty relates to S/B ∼ 0.1 and S/ √ B ∼ 5. Studies are underway to better understand and reduce the systematics involved.
It is worth emphasising the importance of the use of a nonparametric definition of the signal and background subpopulation PDFs in the statistical model. In fact, traditional approaches that enforce predefined PDF functional forms do not provide the necessary degree of flexibility to describe generic deviations of the PDF shapes from the control sample templates due to fluctuations in the data.
Additional remarks
This technique builds on an algorithm that we recently proposed with reference to a different application. In [1, 2] , we presented a method of estimating the effect of fluctuations on the shapes of particle-level probability distributions inside individual events at hadron colliders. In [12] , we then elaborated on the possibility to turn this approach into a new particle-level event filtering technique upstream of the existing reconstruction and calibration chains at high-luminosity high-energy hadron collider experiments.
The method that we are here proposing uses a similar Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique as our previously-mentioned studies, but both the scope and the goals are different. While the focus of our particle-level studies [1, 2, 12] is to further improve the resolution of observables sensitive to soft QCD contamination, this contribution concentrates on the general problem of estimating the number of background events in a predefined signal region thereby taking into account deviations from the average due to fluctuations.
Conclusions and outlook
We have illustrated a new population-based approach for data analysis in particle physics that makes it possible to estimate the actual number of background events under an observed signal, without relying on the extrapolation to a predefined Figure 6 : Illustration of the nonparametric background model. The points correspond to the data. As opposed to a predefined background template, our method extracts a nonparametric background model from the data. Control samples PDFs are used as initial conditions and iteratively updated using the data. The superimposed curves (red background, blue signal) correspond to the estimated PDFs, and take into account the effect of fluctuations on the PDF shapes. A more complete discussion is given in the text.
signal window of probability distributions obtained from independent control regions. The emphasis on estimating the actual number of background events as opposed to the average value underlines the difference between our technique and established methods. Although the latter allow a precise estimation of the expected background contribution, they are unable to take into account the deviations of the number of background events from the average due to fluctuations in the data, and this can result in a biassed estimate of the number of signal events when the amount of data available is not large enough. This issue can be particularly relevant in the early stages following the observation of a significant excess in the data, or after the discovery of a new particle, since in that case background fluctuations can lead to sizable deviations of the number of background events from the average.
We have described a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm that builds on a population-based view of particle physics data. A given collection of events is treated as a heterogeneous statistical population comprising events associated with a signal hard scattering as opposed to background, i.e. events that contain uninteresting physics processes that mimic the signal.
We have used our algorithm to estimate the shape, and therefore the integral, of a background probability density function over the signal region, using the corresponding control sample template only to provide the initial condition, but otherwise obtaining the shape of the background distribution directly from the same data set that contains the excess of signal events.
Results on toy Monte Carlo data have been discussed, with reference to an illustrative scenario that is not dissimilar from the early stages after the discovery of a Higgs boson in the γγ channel.
Our preliminary estimate of the systematic uncertainty on the estimated number of signal events is ∼ 20%. This estimate relates to the illustrative scenario used in this study, which corresponds to S/B ∼ 0.1 and S/ √ B ∼ 5, where S and B are the numbers of signal and background events in the signal region, respectively. We anticipate that the systematics will change with the number of events and with the signal-to-noise ratio in the signal region, as well as more generally with the details of the analysis.
High-priority goals of ongoing and future work are (i) the reduction of the systematic uncertainty associated with the use of the algorithm, and (ii) the extension of the technique to multidimensional PDFs in a proper physics analysis framework at the Large Hadron Collider.
Finally, it is worth emphasising that this technique is not being proposed for the purpose of estimating the statistical significance of observed excesses of events in the data, but rather for an accurate estimation of the number of signal events after evidence of the existence of a new particle has been established. In particular, we anticipate that our method will be useful in the context of cross section and coupling constant measurement in the early stages after the discovery of new particles at accelerator experiments. Another application that we foresee for this technique relates to the study of particular production mechanisms of a known particle, one illustrative example being top quark-associated Higgs production followed by Higgs decay to a γγ final state at the LHC.
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